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ABSTRACT
Revolution Analytics reports more than two million R users worldwide. SAS has the capability to use R code, but users have discovered a slight learning curve to performing certain basic functions such as getting data from the web. R is a functional programming language while SAS is a procedural programming language. These differences create difficulties when first making the switch from programming in R to programming in SAS. However, SAS/IML enables integration between the two languages by enabling users to write R code directly into SAS/IML. This paper details the process of using the SAS/IML command Submit/R and the R package “XML” to get data from the web into SAS/IML. The project uses public basketball data for each of the 30 NBA teams over the past 33 years, taken directly from Basketball-Reference.com. The data was retrieved from 66 individual web pages, cleaned using R functions, and compiled into a final dataset composed of 48 variables and 895 records. The seamless compatibility between SAS and R provide an opportunity to use R code in SAS for robust modeling. The resulting model provides a clear and concise approach for those interested in pursuing sports analytics, as well as, a performance comparison between SAS and R.

INTRODUCTION
Moving from one program to another can provide challenges, especially when users have built proficiencies that do not directly translate over to the new program. SAS makes moving from R to SAS simple with SAS/IML’s integration with R. This integration allows users to write R commands directly into SAS/IML, call R packages and functions, and transfer data between the two programs seamlessly. We used this integration with R to illustrate how users can scrape data from the web using the R package XML and the function readHTMLTable within SAS/IML. This process allows for a continuous workflow and streamlined code. Using these procedures, we analyzed 33 years of basketball data and looked at trends in the game over that span.

OBTAINING THE DATA
The data for this project came from Basketball-Reference.com, a branch of the Sports Reference family, one of the leading sources for sports statistics in the world. Data is organized according to the season in which the statistics occurred. Thus, to analyze 33 seasons of data one would have to pull statistics from 33 different web pages. Additionally, we added opponent statistics to these data sets, requiring two tables to be downloaded from each web page. An example of the data is presented in Figure 1.
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While Basketball-Reference.com allows users to easily download tables into various formats, downloading 66 of these tables individually would be quite the daunting task. Hence, the R package XML and function readHTMLTable become very useful. By applying readHTMLTable to a list of the 33 web pages, each table from those web pages is almost...
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instantly read into SAS/IML. A preview of this code can be seen below in Figure 2.

```sas
url.list = sprintf("http://www.basketball-reference.com/leagues/NBA_%s.html",
columnclasses = c("character", "character", rep("integer", 4), "numeric",
  rep("integer", 2), "numeric", rep("integer", 2), "numeric",
  rep("integer", 9), "numeric"); #vector for setting column names
library(XML)
for(i in 1:33) { #read in the tables from the urls
  nam = paste0("%s", i)
  assign(nam, readHTMLTable(url.list[i], colClasses = columnclasses,
    stringsAsFactors = FALSE))
}
```

Figure 2: Application of XML function readHTMLTable to Basketball-Reference.com data.

Additional work is needed to clean and join the team statistics and opponent statistics tables; however, the result is a data set of 48 variables and 836 observations, as seen below in Figure 3.

```
submit / R;
{insert R code here}
endsubmit;
```

Inserting the code found in Figure 2 will run the code in R and pass it back to SAS/IML. While it is entirely possible to run the code in R, save the data set, and read the saved dataset into SAS/IML, this integration creates continuity of workflow and allows users to work in a single window within one program. This process provides better access to robust modeling tools in SAS.

ANALYSIS

When analyzing this data set, we started by looking at trends in the NBA over the past 33 seasons. At this point, it is important to note that lockout-shortened seasons were excluded from the analyses; thus, allowing for more consistent data from season to season. Each season consisted of 82 games for each team, and the analyses were performed for regular season games.

A popular topic in the NBA has been the rise of 3-point shot attempts over the years. Players such as Ray Allen and Stephen Curry have attributed to this trend by shooting at proficiencies never before seen in the league, and teams like the Houston Rockets continue to shoot more
and more 3s every season. The rise of analytics in sports has been a strong driver for this change. Figure 4 (below) shows the rise in 3-point attempts (3PA) since the three point line was introduced in the 1979-1980 season.

It is clear that the rate at which 3-point shots are attempted has increased dramatically over this span of 35 years. Additionally, teams that make the playoffs typically attempt more three point shots than teams that do not make the playoffs. This point of interest is likely attributable to the fact that playoffs teams have better shooters, thus, allowing them the freedom to attempt more 3s.

Another topic of discussion in the NBA, recently, has been fouling, specifically the Hack-a-Player phenomenon. When a bad free throw shooter is on the floor, teams will intentionally foul that player hoping they will miss one of two free throws consistently. However, despite the introduction of these new tactics, overall fouls per team per season have declined significantly since 1980.
As represented in Figure 5, the number of fouls per season has declined greatly, which could be due to the optimization of rules and increased technology and standards among referees.

Using some of the more advanced methods in SAS, the model included Effective Field Goal Percentage (a metric that compensates for 3-point attempts being worth an extra point), Turnover Percentage (the percent of possessions in which a team turns the ball over), and Wins for playoff vs. non-playoff teams in the 2014 season.

Looking at the playoff teams for 2014, represented in Figure 7, many of the teams are clustered higher in Effective Field Goal Percentage. The team with the highest number of wins in the regular season, the San Antonio Spurs, won the NBA Finals.

The techniques presented in this paper demonstrate how R users can easily use that knowledge to begin performing analysis in SAS/IML and illustrates how the two programs work seamlessly together in the booming field of sports analytics.

This graph in Figure 6 shows how non-playoff teams with a low number of wins congregate toward the right of the chart, where high Turnover Percentage and low Effective Field Goal Percentage are located. One notable outlier is the team in the upper left of the graph, the Phoenix Suns. Although the Suns had a great Effective Field Goal Percentage and achieved 48 wins, they still missed the playoffs despite having more wins than some teams in the playoffs. The Suns were not in the Playoffs because each of the two conferences in the NBA are guaranteed eight playoffs and the Suns are in the Western Conference, the best of the conference in recent years.

Figure 6: 3D plot of 2014 season non-playoff teams

Figure 7: 3D plot of 2014 season playoff teams
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